
UNCOVER TRUTH FROM VIDEO EVIDENCE 

Video is the most prolific source of evidence available to investigators today, but thousands of proprietary 

video file types create challenges and delay investigations when played incorrectly. Axon Investigate 

protects truth by providing an intuitive interface that unlocks the power of video evidence in an efficient, 

forensically-sound manner. Axon Investigate Pro provides additional tools for video-centric investigations, 

including multi-clip time syncing, file stitching, video enhancement, narrative report creation, court 

demonstratives creation and more.

HOW AXON INVESTIGATE CAN HELP YOUR AGENCY

/  Protect Truth – Improper playback software can alter video evidence and impede investigations. Axon 

Investigate allows you to review footage from more third-party proprietary video formats than any other 

solution on the market and provides immediate access to original metadata including date, time, image 

numbers, etc.

/  40% More Productivity – More than 80% of investigations involve video evidence. Axon Investigate 

dramatically improves the video investigation process, saving officers up to 10 hours per week by 

providing simple, fast and repeatable workflows.

/  Don’t Miss a Thing – Manage and organize hundreds of video sources into one project, track activity, tag 

relevant events, extract available video and create court-ready deliverables in standard, lossless formats.

/  Testify with Confidence – Axon Investigate is built by a team of certified, forensic video analysts and 

ensures that investigators view original video evidence and share accurate copies ready for court. Users 

can bring Axon Investigate into the courtroom and play full screen, zoomed or looped video evidence for 

the trier of fact while on the stand.
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FEATURES

1.  Drag, Drop and Accurately Play  
Thousands of Video Formats 

Investigators frequently encounter proprietary 

video formats like .DAV, .IRF, .EXE, .SSF and 

others. These files are notoriously difficult to 

play, but with Axon Investigate simply drag and 

drop thousands of different video formats into an 

intuitive interface and accurately play important 

video evidence.

2.   Batch Convert Proprietary Video to  
Standard Formats 

Convert proprietary video files to standard 

output formats like AVI or MP4, all without 

changing a single pixel within the images to 

maintain the forensic integrity of evidence. This 

feature is repeatable and can be batch processed 

on a large number of files.

3.  Organize Video Investigations 

Bring together video from multiple sources to 

tag relevant images, organize clips into groups, 

categorize metadata and uncover the full story by 

leveraging easy filter, sort and search functions. 

4.  Automatically Identify Date/Time info and 
Sync Multiple Clips 

Video evidence often displays incorrect timing 

information, but Axon Investigate makes it  

easy to identify the timing differences between 

clips and correct them. Sync the evidence to 

real-time, create an accurate timeline, search 

the metadata, track suspects across multiple 

cameras and more.

5.  Produce Demonstrative Exhibits (Pro) 

Highlight regions of interest, create side-by-side 

demonstrations, add automated on-screen text 

to show timecodes or other relevant information 

and more. Create pdf narrative reports with 

embedded video for quick BOLO reports or 

shareable external reports.

6.  Play Video Side-by-Side (Pro) 

Multiple camera angles are frequently available of 

the same incident. Automatically tile these pieces 

of evidence into a canvas and allow viewers to 

watch multiple camera angles at the same time.

7.  Enhance (Pro) 

Enhance images and video with the push  

of a button to provide additional clarity to 

important evidence. Uncover hidden information 

in video images with powerful and easy-to-use 

clarification tools.

8.  Camera Match Overlay (Pro) 

Accurately calibrate and overlay video and 

imagery onto 3D point cloud data. The Camera 

Match Overlay Tool enables calculations that 

determine positions, distances, heights and  

other key measurements with your native 3D 

scanning software.

9.  Training and certification 

Axon Investigate is supported by innovative, 

live, online training courses that take a hands-on 

approach to teaching best practices for handling 

video evidence. Participants receive virtual 

access to case files, an Axon Investigate instance 

and instruction from a live trainer.
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